Lover has potential but not memorable.

Lover has potential but not memorable.

Swan Song Records songs co-written by Roberts, Sager and solo attempt; on both albums are a lot of album really doesn't do anything more just about everything War has put out in is not realized on this disc.

To distract you. Detective is a group of very background music for a party - it refuses this album: the instrumentation isn't bad is pleasant, Roberts' is boring.

rently on Elektra with Carole Bayer Sager's tion of soul with a L.atin beat that is not pleant.

(Why Can't I be Friends?", for exam-This movie is a pleasant little comnedy

The change is definitely for the better -

The second side is much better. They ac-

With time and experience, Gene Wilder should become one of the most important products of comedy during the next few decades. He has the potential and the train-

that VWilder X

Monet's paintings unveiled

The Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, is currently holding an exhibition of works by the French Impressionist painter Monet entitled Monet Unveiled. A New Look at Boston's Paintings. The stunning exhibition, which is the first exclusive Monet show at the Museum in 20 years will continue through Jan. 29.

The MFA's Monet collection is largest outside of Paris and is augmented in Monet Unveiled by a large number of paintings on loan from private collections.
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